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OLUNTARY health insurance,
which has been expanding
rapidly in the United States,
continued to grow in 1952. There were
increases in the number of persons
with insurance and in the amount of
insurance premiums and benefits. The
costs of sickness also continued to increase in 1952, resulting in larger
benchmarks against which insurance
protection may be measured.1
The direct and private costs of sickness are incurred mainly through (a)
loss of earnings in periods of disability and the purchase of income-loss
insurance, and (bl private expenditures for medical care and for medical
care insurance. Taken together, these
two private costs of sickness-restricted to loss of income from current incapacity, private expenditures
for medical care, and the net costs of
insurance-amounted
to about $15.2
billion in 1952. This total represented
an increase of about $1 billion from
the 1951 total, or about the same annual increase as had been found for
the two preceding years. Of the total
cost for 1952, loss of current earnings
accounted for $5.7 billion and private
medical expenditures for $9.4 billion.
Premiums for insurance purchased
against sickness costs amounted to
about $2.8 billion in 1952-nearly $850
million for income-loss insurance a.nd
about $2.0 billion for medical care insurance. The losses or benefits paid
by the insurance companies or plans
equaled about $2.1 billion, with more
than three-fourths ($1.6 billion) in
the form of medical care indemnities
or benefits.
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Scope of the Estimates
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against sickness costs. Special attention will be given to this problem
later in the article.
In general, the estimates of voluntary health insurance operations presented here undertake to show the
dollar amounts that the population
pays privately to all insurance carriers and the corresponding dollar
amounts representing what the population receives in all insurance benefits with respect to sickness costs of
the kinds that constitute personal loss
of earnings and personal consumption expenditures (as defined below).
The dollar estimates for insurance
costs include premiums from individuals, groups, and employers in the
stated year. The estimates for insurance benefits include losses incurred
by insurance companies 3 and expenditures for benefits by nonprofit
plans, health and welfare funds, selfinsured employers, and the likewhether derived from current earned
premiums or from reserves. The objectives are estimates of the amounts
people paid privately for voluntary
insurance during the year and what
they received back in benefits during
the same year.
The dollar estimates for sickness
costs, similarly, include the amounts
that employed persons lost in wages,
salaries, and self-employment income during that year because of current incapacity, and the amounts the
whole civilian population spent for
medical care in the same year. These
figures exclude income loss resulting
from total incapacity
beyond 6
months’ duration (since most voluntary health insurance does not try to
cover the more extended risk) and
from death, dismemberment, or partial disability. They also exclude loss
from war-risk incapacity and, as
noted earlier, work-connected injury,
as well as all payments by the public
through taxes and all expenditures
for medical care by governmental
bodies and by private (noninsurance)
community, charitable, philanthropic,
and other agencies.
:: “Losses incurred”
as used here exclude
adjustment
expenses;
it is recognized
that
this figure
somewhat
overstates
current
beneflt
payments
to policy-holders
by the
amount
of reserves set aside against future
obligations
resulting
from current
claims.
8

Table

I.-Income

loss due to illness, 1 1948-52

[In millions, except average income loss per worker]
Item

1948

Average number of employed workers *. ,. ~. .__ ____
Average income loss per worker from illness J. _- ..__ -__
Total income loss from illness.. _________ ______-___ .._
Net costof income-loss insurance (addition) 4- __-. -. -. _
Paid sick leave (subtraction) 6_____ _____________-_.-._
Netincomelossfromiltiess
. .._____... ----- __.___._ -._
Potentially insurable income lass a-. _ ._..__________
Potentially compensable income loss 7. _ _- ______-_. _-_

$77. IFi
$4, ,54;
291
4,519
2,993
2,083

1951
$78. ;i
“%

298
4,624
3,064
2,133 i

$32.2

$94. Iti

$4, Qg

$5, g;;

314
4,960
3.283
2,28G

347
5,707
3,758
2,608

* Short-term
or temporary
non-work-connected
disability (lasting not more than 6 months) and the
of long-term disability.
1 Annual average of employed persons from Bureau
of the Census, Current Pop&&on Reports: Annllal
Report on theLabor Force, Series P-50, Nos. 13,19, 31,
40, 45, table 4.
3 Average wage or salary for 7 workdays in a year,
obtained by dividing the average annual earnings
per worker (table 26, S~roey of C~rreti Bwiness,
National Income Number, July 1952 and July 1953)
by 255 workdays in a year and multiplying
this
average daily wage by 7.
4 The difference between premiums earned and
losses incurred, from table 2. Data for 1948-61 revised.
6 Based on estimated number of persons covered
by paid sick leave and related provisions not treated
as insurance in table 2. Assumes that 8.2-8.4 million

persons with such coverage received the equivalent
of 45 percent of their total income loss due to illness.
SeeAnnual Surue~of Accident and Health Coveragein
the United States, each year 1948-52; also,. “Health
Insurance for Workers and Their Famdies.” by
Barkev S. Sanders, in Em loymenf and Wagerin tric
United States by W. S. dytinskv
and Associates
Twentieth
dentury Fund, New*York,
1953. pp:
217-21 R
6 Total income loss reduced by 40 percent (to exclude both the first week of disability and otherwise
insurable income loss covered by paid sick leave) and
increased bv the net cost of current income-loss insurance.
7 Of the potentially insurable income loss excluding net cost of income-loss insurance), two-t 6, lrds 1s
assumed to be potentially compensable and then
increased by net cost of income-loss insurance.

The primary measures of the risks
to which people are exposed and
against which they may seek insurance are the total income loss due to
current incapacity and the total
amount spent for medical care. Alternative measures of the risks may be
conl?ned to parts of these totals, in
recognition of the specific risks
against which insurance is currently
purchased. The measures may deal,
for example, with only part of the
total wage loss or with only the costs
of hospitalization or physicians’ services. In the reports in this series, current insurance operations are related
to, and measured against, alternative
benchmarks to give various percentages of sickness costs met by insurance. These percentages measure how
much of the stated total risk is met
by insurance: they are not intended
to measure how much of the total risk
is met for those individuals who have
any kind of voluntary health insurance or for those who have hospital,
surgical, or some other particular
kind of insurance (as distinguished
from those who do not) or for those
who have had some particular risk
experience.

fleet only current income loss from
short-term or temporary disability
and the first few months of extended
disability. As noted earlier, it excludes
loss of future earnings arising from
extended or permanent disability or
from premature death.
Table 1 shows the derivation of the
estimate for each of the 5 years from
1948 through 1952. The gross figures
(total income loss from illness) cover
income loss for nonoccupational illness or injury, whether or not such
losses are considered compensable
under current insurance practice and
whether or not they are covered by
privately purchased insurance or by
government programs.
Assuming that, on the average, 7
days were lost from work on account
of illness during the year, the loss
per worker equaled $94.08 in 1952.
Applied to a labor force of 61 million,
this figure yields a gross estimate of
$5,739 million lost during the year.
The gross figure was reduced by $347
million for paid sick leave (see table 1,
footnote 5) and increased by $315
million for the net cost of income-loss
insurance purchased in 1952 (table 2).
The resulting figure of $5,707 million represents the net income loss in
1952 due to non-work-connected
short-term illness and the Arst 6
months of longer-term illness; it is
5 percent more than the 1951 figure

first 6 months

Income Loss Due to Illness
The estimate of income loss due to
nonoccupational illness and injury
used in this study is designed to re-

Social Security

and 26 percent more than that for
1948.
Most accident and health insurance
currently available for purchase ordinarily does not undertake to cover
the first few days or the first week
of sickness (though it may do so in
the case of accidents). The potentially insurable portion of income
loss is estimated as $3,758 million in
1952 (see table 1, footnote 6).
Potentially
compensable income
loss would be lower than either of
the preceding estimates, since a guiding principle of current insurance
practice is that benefits should not
exceed 50-75 percent of actual income loss. For the purposes of these
estimates it is assumed that twothirds of the potentially insurable
Table

income loss is compensable. This
assumption leads to an estimate of
$2,608 million in 1952 (see table 1,
footnote 7).

Insurance

Against Income Loss

Most of the voluntary insurance
against income loss is provided by
accident and health policies sold directly by insurance companies on a
group or individual basis: some of
it is derived from membership in
employees’ benefit organizations and
fraternal societies, from union health
and welfare funds, self-insuring employers, and other sources.
Table 2 includes data for 1948-52
for all types of nongovernmental organizations insuring against income
loss. Of the total of $533 million in

2.-Premiums,
benefit payments,
and loss ratios for commercial
other private insurance against income loss, 1948-1952 1

and

[Amounts in millions]
1944 /

Ill:m

1949 /

~I----

jI__::.:.

December

1951 ~ 1952

$374 1
203 /
151
20

i

$474 I
295
1R5
24
I

$533
327
179
27

Loss ratios (percent)

_.....-...-.-.-....

’ Premiums and losses include accident only and
travel accident insurance, and private insurance
company operations and self-insured arrangements
under compulsory cash sickness or temporary disability laws in California, New Jersey, and New
York.
a Includes private insurance corn g..any operations
under compulsory temporary disa ihty msurance
laws. Total losses paid by all private plans under
these laws amounted to $9.3 million, $27.1 million,
.$54.Gmillion, $114.7 million, and $127.0 million in the
years 1948-52, respectively; these aggregates include
a small amount (8-10 percent) of self-insurance,
shown as other private insurance, below.
3 No reduction made in the premiums or losses of
individual insurance for accidental death and dismemberment
provisions
in policies that insure
against income loss. (Estimate by the Health Insurance Council indicates that such reductions on
losses would he about $32 million for 1952.) Resulting overstatement
of income-loss insurance is assumed to offset understatement arising from omission
of current short-term
income-loss insurance in
automobile, resident liability, life and other policies.
4 Premiums earned for income-loss and medical
care insurance combined (separately for group and
mdividual contracts), obtained from the Spectator
Accident Insurance Register, lQ4Q52. Premiums for
group policies were adjusted to eliminate Canadian
business and to the level of total premiums according
to Life Insurance Association of America charts
(Group Inavrance and Qroup Anmity Coverage,
C’ortiinental U.S., 1948-52) after excluding premiums
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Premiums cwned

$312 1
147 /
14R /
17

Otherr.........................~.
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1953

for accidental death and dismemberment; premiums
were then distributed
between income-loss and
medical care insurance on the basis of these charts.
Premiums for individual policies were adjusted to
eliminate life insurance and Canadian business and
to the level of total premiums as derived from data in
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce surveys (American
Economic Security, July-August 1949-53); premiums
were then distributed
between income-loss and
medical care insurance by reference to the mean
amount of coverage shown in survey. Data include
dividends and rate credits, mainly for group policies,
and were adjusted for duplication within categories.
6 Includes estimates for fraternal societies, union
health and welfare funds, and employee mutual
benetit associations, and for self-insurance under the
California, New Jersey, and New York temporary
disability
laws and elsewhere. Information
on
fraternal accident and health business supplied by
The Fraternal Monitor.
Division between ineomeloss and medical care insurance estimated.
6 Losses incurred, as reported by the Spectalor for
income-loss and medical care insurance combined,
reduced by 1.9 percent (1.7 percent in 1952) of premiums earned for group polmics and 3.2 percent for
individual
policies to eliminate adjustment costs.
Loss ratios, furnished by the Health Insurance
Council separately for group and individual insurance for hospital and surgical-medical care and for
income loss. were used to derive losses incurred for
each risk; these figures were then raised or lowered
slightly to yield the aggregate losses for all three
risks combined.

income-loss benefits in 1952, only
about $27 million appears to be derived directly from organizations
other than insurance companies selling group and individual policies.
Some health and welfare funds purchase their insurance from commercial companies or operate their own
mutual insurance companies as separate corporations, and data for these
funds are included, not in the $27
million, but in the other items in the
table.
Income-loss insurance premiums
increased $71 million between 1951
and 1952 (from $777 million to $848
million), or 9 percent. Benefits increased $59 million (from $474 million
in 1951 to $533 million in 19521, or
12 percent. In the same period the
overall net loss of income rose $289
million or 5 percent. The net cost of
income-loss insurance-the difference
between premiums earned and losses .
incurred-amounted
to $315 million
in 1952. The benefits equaled 63 percent of premiums and the net costs
37 percent.4 In 1951. benefits were 61
percent of premiums; this proportion
was only 51 per cent in 1948.
Private insurance company and
self-insurance operations of the temporary disability programs in California, New Jersey, and New York are
included in table 2 among the estimates for all private insurance provisions against income loss. These
private operations under compulsory
laws amounted to about 24 percent
of all private insurance income-loss
beneflts in 1952. Since table 2 is restricted to private insurance, it does
not include the operations of the public funds under the compulsory laws.5

Private Expenditures
Medical Care

for

The Department of Commerce
makes annual estimates of personal
expenditures for medical care, as part
of its annual report on national income and product. These data pro4 For adjustments
for accident
and dismemberment
insurance and offsets for in-

come-loss insurance in automobile,
restdent liability,
life, and other policies, see
footnote 3 of table 2.
s Benefits

paid

by the public

funds

$67.1 million in 1948, $62.1 million
$62.8 million in 1950, $59.6 million
and $73.1 million in 1952.

were

in 1949,
in 1951,

9

Table

3.-Private

expenditures

I
I

Amount

for medical

(in millions)
-7

7

care, 194852 1
Percentage distribution

I

-

concurrent with the increase in population, increases in prices, and growth
of insurance and thus of total net cost
of insurance. The largest items of expenditure have continued to be those
for physicians’ services, hospital services, and drugs and appliances. In
1948, private expenditures for hospital services were less than expenditures for physicians’ services and for
drugs and appliances; in 1952, they
were almost as large as the former
and nearly $400 million larger than
the latter. The percentage distributions of the items making up the total
of private expenditures for medical
care has shown relatively
little
change from year to year, except for
the rise in the proportion expended
for hospital care.

_.

8,816 i!
-- _.
2,416 2.565
2,121 2,283
959 989
225 239
1,927 2,111

B8,248
_- -Physicians’servicesL
~..-Hospital services 3- _. _. . . .._ ~_
Dentists’ services. ___-- .__. .___I
Nurses’ services.-- _______. ..-~.
Medicines and appliances ____ _
Services of miscellaneous healing and curing professionsAdministrative
and other net
costs of medical exe insur- ;
ante* .-.-__________.-__ -_..I
Insurance for hospital services
Insurance for physicians’. _
I
services
Student fees formcdioel “are..:~
I

I
4;

297

313

%?I

337

189
110

4 I
I

i

4

lS3
119

- -

4

I

1
I
I

---

394
“33

3. 5
2. 6

s)

(51

161 /

0.Y

1 Except where otherwise noted, data are from the
Department
of Commerce, National Income and
Product of the United States, 19t9-60, Supplement to
Szlrvey oj Current Business, 1951, table 30, p. 195, and
Survey of Currenl Business, July 1953, table 30, p. 22.
Excludes medical care expenditures for the Armed
Forces and veterans, those made by public health
and other government agencies and under workmen’s compensation laws, and direct expenditures
for services by private philanthropic
organizations.
2 Addition made each year to figure reported in
S~roey of Current E’2csine,w for salaries of physicians
employed in prepayment medical service plans.

3 Computed from data in Hospitals, June of each
year 1948-53. Based on income from patients for
each year ending September 30 in all types of general
arid special short-term hospitals. Data are projected
to December 31 of each year, and additions have been
made for (11 nonregistered hospitals, and (2) estimated income from patients received by general and
special long-term hospitals, mcnlal and allied hospitals, aud tuberculosis saoitoriums.
4 Data from table 4.
5 i,?ss than 9.05 percent.

vide the basis for the annual series
used here, with the following adjustments and substitutions:
(a) An upward adjustment in the
expenditures for physicians’ services
has been made to include the salaries
of physicians employed by prepayment medical care plans.6
(b) A substitution for the figure on
expenditures for hospital services has
been made each year in order to have
an estimate representing income from
patients for care in both private and
public hospitals for the calendar year
(the Department of Commerce source
data deal only with the private sectors of the economy).
(c) The net cost of medical care
insurance, as determined from table
5, is substituted for the figures for
insurance net costs; the Department
of Commerce figures cover net cost of
both income-loss insurance and medical care insurance and are somewhat
less precise than the data obtained at
a later date for this analysis.
Table 3 gives the data for private
expenditures for medical care for
each of the 5 years 1948-52. The
civilian population spent about $9.4

billion in 1952. The increase for the
year totaled about $630 million or
about 7 percent, and each category
of expenditure was higher in 1952
than in 1951. The 1952 total is nearly
30 percent higher than the total for
1948, giving an average annual increase of 6 percent. The annual increases reflect expansion in expenditures for medical services and goods

eSimilar
adjustments
for dentists
and
nurses employed
in prepayment
plans do
not substantiaIly
aker the Department
of

Commercefigures, since the adjustments
are less than
10

$0.5 million.

Table

4 .-Premiums,

insurance

Insurance Against Medical Care
costs
The Anancial operations of all voluntary medical care insurance in the
5-year period 1948-52 are summarized in table 4.
Earned insurance income increased
by 132 percent during the 5 years; the
increase was 101 percent for hospitalization insurance and 225 percent for
insurance against the costs of physicians’ services. Benefit expenditures
advanced at an even faster rate: by
1952 they were 165 percent greater

benefit payments, and loss ratios for voluntary
against the costs of medical care, 1948-52 *
[Amounts

in millions1

Loss ratios (percnlt)
Total.......-.-.-.-...~......~-....~
.....
Hospitalservices..~.~.~....~.............~
..
Physicians services -. _... __... .___ ...... ._ i
1 Data for 1948-51 summarize detailed presentatiohs in earlier articles in this series; data for 1952
from table 5. The term “physicians’
services”
covers the services of surgeons (the largest component) and other types of physicians, including
roentgenologists, and a small amount of dental,
nmsing, and related services and appliances. The
term “hospital services” covers some services other
than those roceired from hospitals, such as X-ray

70.3 )

iu.3

70.2 ,

75.5 I

7R.2

73.s

7G.X!

7% 3
i3.9

2

81.5 ’

82. i

79.3 ;

RU.3

82. 1
7i.

0

services hot furnished as part of the hospital services
and emergency accident care.
2 A large proportion of commercial insurance companies had net losses from underwriting either their
individual or their group accident and health lnsurante business, or both, in 1951 and 1952; mcne nonpro& insurance carriers reported in 1951 and 1952
than in 1950 ah excess of beneflt expenditures plus
operating costs over total earned inoome.

Social Security

than the 1948 amounts, with a higher
rate of expansion for physicians’
services than for hospital care benefits.
Table 5 gives in more detail 1952
financial data for all forms of medical care insurance by type of insurance or plan. The classification used
in the 1952 table differs somewhat
from that used in previous years, in
order to meet requests for aggregates
for the different classes of medical
care insurance carriers or plans.
The proportion of total premium
and of total expenditures assigned to
hospitalization
insurance did not
change substantially from 1951 to
1952. Indeed, premiums for this insurance have accounted for about 65
percent and the benefits for about
66-70 percent of the totals since 1949.
Hospitalization insurance continued
in 1952to be the leading form of medical care insurance being purchased.
Table 5.-Income

In 1952, as in the four preceding
years for which comparable data are
available, Blue Cross plans were the
largest single class of voluntary medical care insurance. Benefit payments
under the Blue Cross plans accounted
for 34 percent of all expenditures for
benefits; their hospitalization benefits
of $541 million accounted for more
than half of all hospitalization benefits paid. Group commercial insurance was second to Blue Cross in both
insurance premiums and benefit payments, with premiums also in excess
of half a billion dollars. Commercial
group companies were the leading insurers against the costs of physicians’
services, slightly exceeding the Blue
Shield plans; they provided about 36
percent of these benefits. Their benefit payments for physicians’ services
were, however, slightly less than the
combined benefit payments made for
physicians’ services by Blue Cross,

and expenditures
for medical care benefits
insurance, by type of carrier or plan, 1952

Total . . . . .__.____......_....

-...

Blue Crossands~iatedorganizations~
R!ue Shield plans 8.. -. __..__ -_
Othermedicslsociety-ponsoreBpIans7,
Other nonprofit plans:
Community-wide
plans.. .-..
Consumer-sponsored plans..
’
Fraternal societies 8.. _ _ .__ _..
Union health and w-elfare funds q. /
Employer and/or employee plans-. I
Student health services 1% .__. ~.
Private group clinics with prepaymentK
. . .._.__ -- _..__. ~..Commercial insuranw:12
Qroup...~ ._.___ . . . . .
_.....
Individual.....
. . .._ . . . . . -~_~

For
hospital
writes :

For
physicians’
crviees 3
$698.9

1
25.0

%1,302.7
-605.7
11.0
6.2

23. 2
7. 2
7. 9
Gfi.4
4:. 2
5. 0

8.3
3. 4
3. 7
39.9
23. G
2.0

14.9
3.8

_-~2,001.6
lil6.2
2:l.i.

264:5”
23.6
3.0

For
For
physi.
hospital I clans’
iervicrs : services J

Total

61.G07.9
-550.1
186.4
21.6
17.9
5. 9
5.3
63.8
43.8
5.0

Fv(O.8
8.8

6.2

Q.3
177.6
15.4

89.3
79.3
86.4

6.5
2.7
3.5
38. 7
21.5
2.0

11.4
3.2
2. 8
25. 1
22. 3
3.0

17. a
X1.9
67. 1
96. 1
92.8
I 100.0
87.0

IO. R

3. 1

7.7

9.4

2. 7

F. i

.itiQ.0
38% A

338.0
257. a

231.0
130.8

49% 1
200.6

304.2
133.6

193.9
67. 0

1 BeneEts paid, for nonprofit and other organizations; losses mcurred, for commercial insurance.
p Includes some income or expenditures for outpatient services.
2 Includes some income and exnenditures
for
services other than those received from physicians
(nurses, dentists, laboratories, etc.).
4 Includes about $10 million paid under the State
temporary disability
insurance laws of California
and New York.
Hospitalieation
benefits through
rivate carriers were $4.0 million in California;
g ospital and physician beneEts through private
carriers in New York were $6.1 million.
Hospitalization cash benefits paid by the State fund in California (not included in the table) were $3.3 million.
3 Addition made to the data reported for 81 plans
by the Blue Cross Commission for one plan not
reported and for Health Services, Inc. Data for
medical-surgical insurance under 5 combined Blue
Cross-Blue Shield plans shown under Blue Shield
plans. Division between hospital and hysicians’
services estimated for 2 of the 6 Blue 8 ross plans
that write both types of insurance on basis of cnrollment and premiums.
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10.5
224.1
18.8

qf voluntary

-

I

x7.5
51. G

L

6 Excludes amotmts for hospital insurance reported
by Blue Shield Commission for 4 combined Blue
Cross-Blue Shield plans (included in data reported
hy Blue Cross Commission, above). Division between hospital and physicians’ services estimated
lor 6 plans-on basis oif eiwollment and premiums.
7 Covers 5 nonprofit plans sponsored or controlled
by medical societies; excludes plans underwritten
by commercial insurance companies.
8 Estimated on basis of total accident and health
insurance of such societies. Data on payments to
lodge doctors not available.
9 Covers only those funds or portions of funds used
for the direct purchase of medical care without an
intermediary itlsurance company or plan.
10Estimated.
11Not strictly comparable to 1951 data because 1
plan, previously classified as a private gron clinic,
has been reclassified as a community-wide
pPan.
12See footnotes 4 and 6 of table 2 for the method of
developing these Egurcs.

Blue Shield, and other nonprofit
plans sponsored by medical societies,
which together equaled 38 percent of
the total. Plans not connected with
Blue Cross, Blue Shield, or commercial insurance organizations provided
only 8 percent of the total benefit expenditures for hospital services but as
much as 17 percent of the benefit expenditures for physicians’ services.

Trends in Insurcance Protection
Tables l-4 show the dollar amounts
of income loss and of private medical
care expenditures for the years from
1948 through 1952; they also show the
dollar volume of voluntary insurance
against these losses or expenditures.
The relations between insurance
benefits and sickness costs measure
the accomplishment of voluntary insurance in providing against these
risks. Table 6 (condensed by omitting
the data in the preceding tables for
1949 and 1950) summarizes the basic
data on sickness costs and insurance
benefits and shows the value of the
current insurance for each of the
years 1948, 1951, and 1952 in terms
of percentage of sickness costs met by
insurance.
The first three lines of tabie 6
measure voluntary insurance protection against income loss due to sickness. Benefit payments for income
loss in the 5-year period have risen
92 percent-from $278 million in 1948
to $533 million in 1952-while total
(net) income loss rose 26 percent,
from a total of $4,519 million ($2,993
million with a l-week waiting period)
to a total of $5,707 million ($3,758
million with a l-week waiting period).
Insurance met 6.2 percent of the total
loss in 1948, 8.7 percent in 1951, and
9.3 Percent in 1952 (line 1). When
measured against the smaller index of
income loss (total minus the loss resulting from 1 week of incapacity),
the percentages were 9.3 in 1948, 13.3
in 1951, and 14.2 in 1952 (line 2).
Measured against the index of potentially compensable income loss (line
3), benefits covered 13.3 percent of
this loss in 1948, 19.1 percent in 1951,
and 20.4 percent in 1952. In this third
measure the net increase in protection in the 5 years has been at the
rate of about 1.4 percentage points a
year.
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Table

6.-Income

loss, private

expenditures

for medical care, and insurance
carriers, 1948,1951, and 1952
[Amounts

benefits through

all voluntary

in millions]
Percentage of sickness
costs met by insurance

1952
Benchmark

YiYand/or

’

medical
oare
“w&i-

-

---

9
10
:4

13

I-I

Income loss only....~.--...---.....-.....-.....----------.-......
Potentially insurable income loss (with l-week waiting period) ~.
Potentially comnensable income loss- _ _ . _ . . _-_. _.__. _. ~...
Totalmedi~lclreexpenditures....-..........-.....~..-........
.._. .._~_. ...
Physicians’ services only ........
..___ _.__. ..........
Hospitalservicesonly3..
_______...............
...........
. __...
Physicians’ and hospital services only 3..........................
Medical care expenditures currently insurable under some comprehensiveplansr--------~
____........._______.
----.._
Medical care expenditures potentially insurable under present
forms of voluntary insurance 6. _________. ..___________ --..
.-.
Income loss plus total medical care expenditures 6.. . .._........
Income loss plus physicians’ and hospital services only t---.-..-..
Potentially insurable income loss and medical care expenditures B
Potentially compensable income loss and potentially insurable
medicalcare expenditures 9.________ -_-._- ______--._.---...-.-..

12

2::

$2 y;
2:480

278
606
151
455
606

I
T-01.
untnry
insursnce
benefits

8,816
2,684
2,471
5,155

474
1,353
456
897
1,353

%;i

2: 608
9,447
2,879
2,794
5,673

;

533
1,668
538
1,070
1,608

3
:
6
7
12.01

5.067

606

6,301

1,353

6,919

5.798
11.807
8,614
8,791

606

7,087
14,234
10,573
10,659

1,353
1,827
1,827
1,827

7,672
15,154
11,380
11,430

19;

I

1,827

10,280

11.2 /

7,881

1 Except as noted, represents estimated income loss or private expenditure for
medical care (from tables 1 and 3) plus appropriate addition for net costs of innuance (from tables 2 and 4).
2 Slight overstatement because total bene5t payments-but
not the benchmark-unavoidably
include some payments for services other than those received
from physicians (nurses, dentists, laboratories, etc.).
3 Both expenditures and insurance benefits contain some expenditures included
as hospital services that were out-pationt services.
4 Includes total expenditures for services of physicians, hospitals, and dentists

Included in the income-loss payments of $533 million in 1952 is an
estimated $127 million paid by private
insurance companies or self -insurers
with respect to coverage under the
compulsory temporary disability insurance laws of California, New Jersey, and New York; such payments
under these programs accounted for
24 percent of all benefit payments by
private carriers in 1952. The percentage was about the same in 1951. In
1948, when private insurance companies were writing insurance under
the temporary disability insurance
law of only one State (California),
the amount of private income-loss
benefits attributable to this law was
approximately $9 million and made up
about 3 percent of the total privately
paid in that year.
If private insurance against nonwork-connected income loss is regarded as only that insurance written
entirely outside the provisions of
compulsory public laws, the beneflts
paid in 1952 should be reduced by the
$127 million attributed to private insurance under these laws. The benchmark may then be adjusted downward to exclude the income lost by
those protected by the public laws,

InCOmeloss
and/or
medical
care
WP;r;$-

Voluntary
insuranI
beneflts

-I-----

%

,

insurance

iz:
834

21.5

232

;;fl;

;::y

9

17.3
17.1

18.8
18.7

t:
12

19. 1

20.8

8
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I
.
. .
.,
and one-tenth of the expendttures for urugs, plus the net cost of medical Care
insurance.
6 Includes total expenditures for services of physicians, hospitals, dentists, and
nurses plus one-third the expenditures for drugs and appliances pZzl8the net cost
of medical care insurance.
6 Combines lines 1 and 4.
7 Combines lines 1 and 7.
* Combines lines 2 and 9.
9 Combines lines 3 and 9.
884

9,567

whether their coverage was effected
by the public funds, by private insurance carriers, or by self-insurance.
With such an adjusted benchmark
and using only the entirely voluntary
insurance beneilt amount of $406 million (the total minus the $127 million), the percentages shown in the
tabulation below are obtained; the
corresponding
unadjusted
figures
from table 6 are given for comparison :
Percentage met by
insurance, 1952
Benchmark

Total (net)- .__.. _____
Potentially
insurable income loss..
_.-- ____.
Potentially
compensable
income loss..
_._.

:;::

/

Un- ,
adjusted
-,--

Adjusted *

9.3

9.3

______

14.2

13.8

26. 4

19.8

1 From table 6.
r Excludes income losses for 12.3 million persons
eligible for beneflts under public temporary disability insurance programs, at an estimated $107 per
canita. (Estimates of eligibles and of per capita loss
were based on reports of coverage and of totalcovered
wages under the five public programs.)
Private insurance under public laws ($127 million) is assumed
to have had a loss ratio of 82 percent in making the
“adjusted”
calculations, using the methodology in
tables 1 and 6.

Thus, the effect of narrowing

the

benchmarks by excluding the entire
coverage effected under public laws
and taking account of only strictly
voluntary private insurance reduces
somewhat the indexes of income-loss
protection achieved by private insurance. If it were assumed that persons
eligible for beneflts under public laws
have some need for, and interest in,
supplementary
private protection,
and that they are “at risk” for some
private insurance, the reduction in
the benchmarks would have been less
and the adjusted percentages of income loss met by entirely private insurance, shown in the tabulation,
would be lower.
Between 1948 and 1952, medical
care insurance benefits expanded
nearly threefold (line 4 of table 6).
These benefits met 8.3 percent of total
medical care expenditures in 1948
and 17.0 percent in 1952. Insurance
protection increased at the rate of
nearly 2 percentage points a year.
Private expenditures for medical
services of all kinds increased from
$7.3 billion in 1948 to $9.4 billion in
1952 (29 percent) ; the corresponding
insurance beneilts increased from
$606 million to $1,608 million (165
percent).
Social Security

When insurance protection is measured against narrower benchmarks,
it is seen from the table that in 1952
insurance met 18.7 percent of the cost
for physicians’ services (line 5)) 38.3
percent for hospital services (line 6),
and 28.3 percent for both (line 7) .7
There are prepayment plans that
provide a wide range of benefits, including physicians’ services in the
home, office, and hospital, diagnostic
services, dental care, and drugs, as
well as hospitalization, and the enrollment in these plans has been increasing. Table 6 therefore includes
a benchmark that contains items potentially insurable under such comprehensive prepayment plans (line 8) .
Measured against this benchmark, insurance payments met 23.2 percent of
costs in 1952, in contrast to 12.0 percent in 1948. While most of the increase in the 5-year period results
from expansion of insurance against
7 The insurance industry reports that,
at the end of 1952,57percent of the population had some insurance protection
against

hospital

expenses,

46 percent

against surgical expenses,and 22 percent

against medical expenses. (Annual Survey
of Accident and Health Coverage in the
United States, as of December 31. 1952,
Health Insurance Council, Sept.1953,p, 7.)

Bulletin,

December

1953

hospital costs and the costs of physicians’ services in the hospital, some
of it represents expansion in insurance against the cost of physicians’
home and office calls, dental benefits,
and the cost of drugs.
The benchmark in line 9 of the
table most nearly represents the types
of benefits available through the relatively new “major medical expense”
insurance or the combination of the
older forms of voluntary insurance
and of “major medical expense” (or
“catastrophic”)
insurance. The proportion of this benchmark met by insurance in 1952 was 21.0 percent; it
had been 10.5 percent in 1948.
If total income loss and medical
care expenditures are combined, 14.1
percent of the $15.2 billion private
cost of sickness in 1952 was met by
insurance benefits of $2.1 billion (line
10). If the measurement is made
against a benchmark that includes
only physicians’ and hospital services
plus income loss, insurance accounted
for 10.3 percent in 1948 and for 18.8
percent in 1952 (line 11). If measurement is made against potentially insurable private medical care expenditures and income loss (line 12), the
proportion of sickness costs met by

insurance in 1952 was 18.7 percent;
if made against potentially insurable
medical costs plus potentially compensable income loss, insurance met
20.8 percent, nearly twice the achievement in 1948.
The data presented in this analysis
provide a means of measuring the
present extent and the growth of voluntary health insurance in the past
5 years. In terms of premium income
and expenditures (as well as in population coverage), voluntary health insurance has been expanding rapidly.
Increase in the dollar volume of insurance is partly offset by increase in
population and in the costs of sickness. There has been a nearly threefold expansion in insurance benefit
amounts for medical care between
1948 and 1952, yielding a twofold expansion in the effective insurance
protection. Income-loss insurance has
been growing more slowly, with a
doubling in benefit amounts and a
50-percent increase in effective insurance protection over the same 5-year
period. Most of the costs of sickness
incurred annually by the civilian
population as a whole are still being
carried as private losses and expenditures.
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